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L24023TX3R  
Skyline Blue shown
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Elevating our sonic palette, Ludwig is proud to introduce a 
new line of USA drums crafted for the working professional! 
NeuSonic series drums by Ludwig offers yet another 
tonally rich option for the drummer looking for reliability 
and performance for every working professional setting. 
They feature a cross-over shell design blending a 
3-ply maple exterior with a 3-ply cherry interior. With 
four new exciting finishes, NeuSonic captures the 
traditional Ludwig aesthetics coupled with a brand 
new sound that will compliment a wide-range of 
performance settings. The industry’s “Best-In-Class”  
for price of any USA made drum set.

Sugar Maple (3Q) Black (CG) Aspen White (3T)

COMPONENT DRUMS 
LT270TX__ 7x10 Tom Tom 
LT293TX__ 9x13 Tom Tom 
LF244TX__ 14x14 Floor Tom 

OUTFITS  
L24023TX__ 3 pc with 20" 
L26223TX__ 3 pc with 22" 

L24023TX__ L22233TX__

STANDARD OUTFITS
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AVAILABLE FINISHES  
Mod Orange (51) | Vintage Black Oyster (1Q) | Vintage Blue Oyster (2Q) | Black Galaxy (BG)*

OUTFITS  
LM6103LX__DOWNBEAT 14x20 BD, 14x14 FT, 8x12 TT 
LM6123LX__FAB 14x22 BD, 16x16 FT, 9x13 TT 
LM6143LX__PRO BEAT 14x24 BD, 16x16 FT, 9x13 TT 

Mahogany Limited Edition
Introducing a limited engagement in Ludwig’s Club Date USA series. 
Designed under the same construction principles of our popular 
Club Date series drums, we set out to offer another great “Retro 
Spec” sonic option. They feature a 7-ply shell comprised of a 2-ply 
interior and exterior of African Mahogany with a 3-ply poplar core. It 
is available in select premium finishes 
with less than 200 being 
produced world-wide!

2018 NEW FINISHES 
(for Select Series)

NEW SOLID PAINTED FINISHES! 
(for Classic Maple and Legacy Maple Configured Drums Only)

New Wrap-Tite  
Finishes!

Available for Club Date,  
Keystone X, Classic Maple and  

Legacy Series Drums

L84433AX86WC  
Olive Oyster (86) shown

Olive Pearl (87)

Heritage Blue (HB)

Mod Orange (51)

Heritage Green (HG)

Pink Glitter (90)

LM6103LX2Q  
Vintage Blue Oyster (2Q) shown

*Up-charge for BG finish
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Originally introduced in 1976, and for the 
first time since 1984, Smoke Vistalite returns!

The latest addition to our standard color line-up 
for outfits and component drums.

Another first for Ludwig Vistalite, introducing the new pink acrylic 
finish. A color that screams energy and passion! Available in all 
three standard outfits with component add-ons as well. 

L94233LXPKWC shown

Yellow (56)

Clear (38)

Amber (47)

Blue (55)

ZEP SET  
L8264LXX__

FAB  
L94233VXX__WC

STANDARD OUTFITS

L94233LXV6WC shown

PRO BEAT  
L94433VXX__WC

OUTFITS  
L94233LXV6WC 3 pc FAB, Smoke 
L94233LXPKWC 3 pc FAB, Pink 

L94233LX__WC 3 pc FAB 
L94433LX__WC 3 pc Pro Beat 
L8264LX__ 5 pc ZEP 
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SNARE DRUMS

Raw Brass Phonic
As organic in looks as it is in sound! 

The new raw brass features an unplated 1mm brass shell to achieve a very 
unique “earthy” look. Everything you love about a Black Beauty with just 
enough dry response and an unforgettable look. Each shell has an identity 
of its own!

Heirloom Brass
The latest addition to the Heirloom  
Series snare drum line. Honoring a 100+ year  
prestige of Ludwig snare drum craftsmanship, the  
Heirloom Brass performs with the sonic qualities of brass we’ve come to enjoy with 
heightened volume and focus. The 1mm shell also provides a powerfully crisp attack 
that finds its own space in any mix or situation. It features a lazer-etched Heirloom 
band, flat imperial lugs, silver keystone badge, and Ludwig’s new P88 throw-off.

  
LB454R 5x14 
LB464R 6.5x14 
LB484R 8x14 

  
LBR5514 5.5x14 
LBR0714 7x14 

LB454R

LB464R

LBR5514

LB484R

LBR0714
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HARDWARE

Evolution Hardware Pack

P88AC Throw-Off & Butt-Plate Pack

The best option for performance and price!

Ludwig’s Evolution 5 piece hardware set 
includes two convertible boom stands, 
snare stand, swivel 3-leg hi-hat stand, and 
single foot pedal. All double braced for 
maximum strength and reliability. 

Simple. Elegant. Reliable. 

Ludwig is proud to introduce a re-imagining of the 
renown P85 throw-off. The P88 is a cast design 
that will fit all P83, P85, and P86 units. This 
throw-off features Wave-Lock technology in the 
tension knob for consist tension under rigorous 
playing. Capturing much of the Ludwig identity in 
its design and functionality, the P88 is the only 
throw-off option for Ludwig snares drums.

Pack includes Ludwig P35 butt-plate. Designed 
for low-mass and minimal shell contact. A great 
combination for upgrading your Ludwig snare 
and coming standard on all new Ludwig snares. 

P35 Butt-Plate

P88 Throw-Off

 
LEVOPACK 

 
P88AC 
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